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1 Introduction 

.\ polarized proton and antiproton beam around 200 Gev / c has been 
designed and constructed at Fermilab as a part of the Tevatron II 
program and successfully commissioned at the end of 1987 at a mean 
momentum of 185 Gev / c. 
The polarized protons are obtained from the parity violating decay of 
.\ 0 produced when the primary beam of 1 Tev strikes a production 
target. A unique feature of this project is that an antiproton beam 
can be realized as well. using 1\0 

instead of 1\0 
. 

In the last years.high energy polarization esperiments could only be 
done with polarized targets or by measuring the polarization of the 
reaction products or with polarized beams up to the AGS energy, that 
is well below the Fermilab one. 
The E581 polarized beam facility will allow to perform single spin ex
periments on an hydrogen target and to perform two spin experiments 
with the aid of a polarized target at the highest available energies. 

The physics goals of experiment E704 1
, that will make use of this 

polarized beam, are the measurement of !::;.aL, the total cross section 
difference in pure spin states, and the studies of the inclusive produc
tion of neutral pions around x F '" 0 and large Pr , of charged pions 
at large x F, and of 1\0 and :sO at large x F. These measurements will 
contribute to a better investigation in the framework of the physical 
problems already raised by the previous experimental results. that is: 

- the origin of the polarization mechanism if pairs of quarks pro
duced in strong interaction are polarized, as seems to be indicated 
by the polarization in hyperon production ; 

implications for perturbative QeD of hard scattering, which pre
dicts vanishing single spin effects. if the large asymmetries ob
served in nO production will persist at large pr: 

- mechanism of transmission of the spin to costitllents in a trans
verse polarized protoll and his effect as it function of .r F alld Pr· 
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2 High energy spin effects 

Measuring important spin effects at high energy implies a non trivial 
coincidence of specially favourable experimental conditions a nd the 
presence of interaction mechanisms responsible for spin dependence . 

It is particularly significant that the most remarkable spin effects at 
the highest energies have been discovered in hyperon production since 
the first experiments with unpolarized beam of more then 10 years 
ago gave unexpected results. In hyperon production spin properties 
can be measured already without polarized beams or targets due to 
the self-analyzing power of parity-non-conserving decays. 

In the last years a lot of inclusive reactions of hyperon production 
were studied showing that the produced particles are in most cases 
highly polarized and this behaviour turned out to be almost energy 
independent2

. 

The presence of such big effects in inclusive reactions and their persis
tence at high energies were very unexpected because of the complexity 
of the events and it was considered very unlikely that the contribution 
from different channels would add up in such a way as to produce a 
large overall effect. 
This experimental results seem to suggest that the processes can be 
simple at the level of constituents. 

Unfortunately, no experiment as yet been able to reach a sufficiently 
high value of PT to eventually question the validity of perturbative 
QeD. Therefore the understanding of the experimental situation has 
been so far mostly phenomenological and is based on simple parton 
recombination models3 . 

In this framework it is important that t.he polarization mechanisms is 
better understood by measurements where the incoming particles are 
polarized, allowing to determine t.he analyzing power A and polariza
tion transfer D in addition to t.he final hyperon polarizat.ion p4. 
The advent of the new high energy polarized proton beam at. Fermi
lab provides a unique facility t.o perform experiments wit.h a polarized 
beams at energies at least a factor ten greater than before. 
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3 Measurement criteria 

The study of the inclusive production of A ° and I:0 is a major part of 
the 8704 experiment (fig.l) . 
. \ 

0 decays in p e rr - with a hranching fraction of 64% and ~o decays 
almost exclusively in A ° and , . The " coming from the ~o is detected 
hy the lead glass placed very far downstream from the target. Both 
the i\ ° coming from interactions in the target and the ones from ~o 
decay are revealed by the measurement of the decay products for the 
process 11. 0 

- prr - . with the aid of MWPCs and hodoscopes positioned 
both upstream and downstream of the spectrometer magnet. 
The basic criteria to identify A ° are the following 5 : 

precise definition of the direction of incoming polarized protons 
and their transverse impact posit.ion at the target using the beam 
defining hodoscopes (the same used for c.u L measurement); 

detection of the 11.0 decay products through hodoscope coinci
dences taking advantage from the magnet bend to separate proton 
from pion allowing to realize a quite powerful two-arm trigger. 
The proton and rr- are measured separately by checking if the 
hit pattern on the hodoscopes is allowed by kinematics and if it 
corresponds to the events we are interested in. This is realized 
by storing in MLUs the information of t.he hit. pattern we want t.o 
retain. 

It has to be remarked that the recognition of the decay products 
t.akes place in a region sufficiently remote from the target in such a 
way that t.he local multiplicity is low (lower energy particles have 
been swept away by the magnetic field): 

vertex finding, using t.he fast processor ESOP" that reads all the 
relevant informations from the M\VPC readout system and after 
defining candidat.e tracks extrapolates t.hem t.o t.he decay region 
in order to check for a neutral decay vert.ex. An active filt.er for 
non-decaying particles checks if t.he det.ect.ed t.racks come direct.ly 
from the target or not . Reconstruction of event topology checking 
momentum correlation of proto II and pion could also he Ilsed with 
the aid of a second processor: 
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- multiplicity jump in two multistrip semiconductor detectors (MSD). 
defining the decay region. The number of hit elements plus the 
pulse amplitude of the single strips would allow to distinguish all 
the particles despite the high multiplicity of particles present in 
this part of the apparatus. 

Vertl'x finding , event topology, multiplicity jump, non-decaying par
ticles filter could be implemented as a second level trigger. strobed by 
the fast first level hodoscopes trigger. The level of sophistication of 
these selection criteria will be matched to the real complication of the 
events t o) be discriminated . 

4 E-704 setup 

The incoming beam is defined by the hodoscopes HBI and HB2 at the 
trigger l·?vel and by a set of MWPC and MSD. The MSD upstream the 
target are used to define the proton track and the impact parameter 
with high precision. 

The snake magnets flip frequently the spin of the prot.on beam from 
up to down in these measurements and in association with the tagging 
information will define the actual spin direction at the target. 

A LH2 target will be initially used thus extending the previous hy
peron production measurements performed with unpolarized beams. 
Subsequentely data will be taken with polarized targets as well. for 
studying polarization correlation parameters. 

It has been chosen to accept A o's that decay in the region between 
PCI and PC2 where a vacuum tube is placed to minimize t he number 
of interactions that could fake the secondary vertex of A 0 decay. 

Almost all the MWPC's in front of the magnet have 4 coordinate 
planes and the smaller ones have 1 mm wire spacing to be able t.o 
deal with the high multiplicity of charged particles of this part of the 
apparatus. 

The BMI09 magnet has a field of approximately 14 KG a lld is llsed 
to magnetically analyze t.he p and iT- coming [roll! the ,\ 0 decay. 

The p and 71" - are measured by chamber telescopes in front and after 
the magnet as well as hodoscopes for trigger purposes. 

The C:erenkov information can be used as a tag to eventually reject 
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III the off-line analysis events with pions gOlllg t.hrough t.he C: and 
giving therefore a signal. 

The I from ~o decay are detected by LG ,;". The calorimeter has 
(.wo sequent.ial sect.ions: upst.ream is a set of 124 lead glass modules 
(G .. 1.) cm x G.35 cm) v.rhich provides the necessar:, position resolution: 
downstream is a lead-scintillator sandwich. 

5 Monte-carlo calculations 

Monte Carlo studies were done to look for correlations between the 
position of the p and rr - .coming from the A 0 decay, in different X-Y 
planes along the apparatus 7 . 

The guiding idea is t.hat a tight co rrelation would mean t.hat they 
could be accepted with a t.rigger which selects a small fraction of 
phase space and presumably accepts much less background than a 
simple loose trigger. 
The studies were carried out generating 1\.0 with a uniform distribution 
for x F and PT in the kinematical region we are interested in. that is 
[or 0.5 S; IF S; 0.8 and for 0.15 S; PT S; 1.35 Gev/c. Furthermore it 
was decided to generate AO with -300 S; ¢ S; 300 and 1500 S; ¢ S; 2100 

to optimize the acceptance of the apparatus and the efficiency of the 
trigger for this region. 
Outside this region the higher PT events are intercepted by the magnet 
and a bigger acceptance for small PT events. that. have anyway a big 
cross section. is not important for our purposes. 
To have a more clear situation the A 0 produced with -300 S; ¢ S; 300 

and the ones with 1500 S; ¢ S; 2100 were treated separatly; these 
events correspond to A 0 going to the left and to the right o[ the beam. 
respectively, looking downsteam. The reason for t his way of proceed
ing is that the apparatus is not right-left symmet.rical and furt.hermore 
the non-interacting beam protons strike part. of the region where the 
prot.ons. coming from AO produced t.o the left. go but they do llOt inter
fere with t.he protons coming from .\ 0 produced t.o t.he right. Looking 
just [or A 0 going t.o the right is not a limitation for our measurement 
but it would be nice to detect as many as possible of the ot her events 
t.o increase the stat istics. 
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In fig. '2 t he X and Y posit ion of t he protons and pions before t he 
magnet in PC'2 and in H2. after t he magnet in H3 a nd H4 and in t he 
back at H5 for t he A 0 right produced are shown . From t. hese plots 
it's dear that t he spectrom eter magnet is able to separate t he protons 
[rom t he pions at H4 although not comple tely for the smallest PT . 

T he geo metrical acceptance in PT and .r F for t he generated events is 
essentially only limited by the requirement t hat the A 0 decays in the 
region between pel and P C'2 a nd as shown in fig . 3 this a mounts to 
lUore or less '25% of t he decays. 

Due to t he fact that t he magnetic field is in t he Y direction. t he 
important coordinate for our studies is the X coordinate of the proton 
and t.he pion. 
A varie ty of two-dimensional correlation histograms between p and p . 
;r - and 71' - a nd p and 71' - X-coordinate were considered . It is worth 
to remark that the hodoscopes at the downsteam position (hod. H.5) 
was a good place to start our investigation since at t his point the 
prot.ons are best magnetically analized and pions below roughly 100 
Cev / c momentum don ' t get t here at all due to the sweeping by t.h e 
spectrometer magnet. 
A nice correlation between t he proton X-position in H2 and the pro
t.on X- posi t ion in H5 was found (fig. 4). This. anyway, just. reflect.s 
t he information about t he kinematics of the proton: we a lso would 
like to ext rac t in some way t he kinematical co rrelat ions due 1.0 the 
, \ 0 decay. Besides. at t he level of H2 the multiplicity and t he density 
of charged particles is quite high. T he correlation between the pion 
before t he C: ( at H4 hodoscope ) and the proton in H.5 (fi g . .')) was the 
best we have found using only two detectors: on t he other end. this 
co rrelat ion is not t ight if the A 0 were accepted ove r t.he whole range 
of PT considered. 
'vVe guessed that having a t. hree way corre lat. ion bet.ween different. 
quanti t ies. which can carry mo re kinematical information. might help . 
T he met hod for searching t.hree-way cOl'fp lations was as follow: hins 
of 14 ClU at. H5 (p hysical segmentat ion uf H5). looking for tlle prot.ons 
awav from other particles. were used to cut t he data: two dimensional 
plot.s of the other possibly co rrelated variables we re made for each of 
tllese cut bins. T he only significant improvement respect to t. he simple 
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H5-H4 correlation for p and rr - .was the correlation between the pion 
right after the magnet ( H3 hodoscope) and the pion at H4 (fig. 6). 
Even if the correlation is not so tight. the regions selected by the pion 
in these plots for protons reaching different bins in H5 do not overlap 
completely (fig. '). this meaning that a trigger using this information 
would reduce more the accepted phase space. 
So we plan to implement a ,\ 0 trigger with the vertical hodoscopes. 
USlllg: 
-a three-fold correlation of the single elements of: 1) back hodoscope 
H5. 2) hodoscope H4 before the C: with 10 cm segmentation. 3) ho
doscope at H3 right after the magnet with 5 cm segmentation: 
-a two-fold coincidence of the single elements of H5 and H2 to im
plement the correlation shown before lwt.ween t.he proton posit.ions at 
this hodoscopes. 

[t. has been searched for geometrical correlation for the Y -coordinates 
of t.he particles as well , for which there is basically no influence due 
to the magnetic field . 
..'\. good correlation for the proton in H2 and in H.S (fig. 8) and for 
selected bins in H5 of 14 cm was found again and it was seen that 
something can be gained looking at the Y-position of the pions in H4; 
the distribution is such that the pions slightly shifts when looking to 
proton in different H5 hodoscopes elements. 
It is thus also possible to implement this informations as well with a 
t.rigger using horizontal hodoscopes. 

6 Trigger 

The three-way correlation explained in the previous section doesn ' t 
seem to he very strong and so it is not clear if the advantages we gain 
with this trigger scheme are worth the complicated trigger implelllen
tation with a big number of MLU 's t.hat. it would require. This would 
obviously depend from the background characteristics and from t.he 
multiplicity is necessary to handle downstream the BMI09 magnet. 
From preliminary background simulation t.he situation seems not to 
be very critical. So it is appealing to work out a simpler trigger using 
the corripondent global correlation. 
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Two separate t riggers for right or left. produced 1\ O's a re been fore
seen. The detailed t rigger scheme for A o's to the right is t he fo llowing 
(figure 9): 

multiplicity requirem ents in t he different hodoscopes Clre lIsed . t.o
ge thf'r with the "GOODBEAM" to strob e t he PLU's Cl nd t he 
!\ ILU's . It is produced running the LeCroy 4413 discriminator 
current sum output through a discriminator. For H5 t his is real
ized running all the elements into a Multiplicity Logic unit. using 
its Analog Summing Output. At least 2 hits in hodoscopes H3 
a nd H4 and at least one hit in H5 are required; 

- parallel processing of the hodoscopes outputs t.hrough ML U's to 
implement the followin g correlation: 

- correlation between hodoscope elements to the right of the 
bf 'am can allow the selection of a rather stiff positive charged 
p<"rtide. This correlation practically allows to select high x F 

'~v ents , since a fast proton corresponds to a fast /\. 0
. The cor

relation between elements in H4 and elements in H5 (fig. 10) 
shows a particularly high slope and requires correspondences 
between few elements of each hodoscope ; it has also the ad
vantage to involve only hodoscopes not affected by high mul
t iplicity. It can be implemented using 9 elements of H4 and 8 
elements of H5 with the aid of two MLU 's : 

- t he correlation between hodoscope H3 and H4 (Fig.6) for pions. 
It allows to require a negative charged pClrtide in t he event and 
to match the distributions of pions emerging from A 0 decays. 
It is realized with two MLU's us.ing 8 elements of H.3 and 8 
elem ents of H4 . Correlation bet\~een pions in H4 and H 5 (fi g. 
11 ) can be significant as well a nd could be implemented pro
vided t he H5 hodoscope has sufficient elements t.o cover a ll the 
interest ing region on the pion side: 

- a corre lation between ;r - in H-t a nd p in H5 (Fig. !»). that 
contains t he most of the information about t he st ructure of 
t he A 0 decay. Due to t he stro ng dependence on .t· F a nd PT , 
t his co rrelation appears to he looser than t he ot hers. but it can 
also contribu te to a better suppression of background events. 
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It can be realized with the encoded elements of hodoscope H5 
(.,I bits ) and 8 elements ill H4 as input of an i\ ILU. 

7 Conclusions 

The extensive work carried out either on t he optimization of t.he ex
perimental setup and on the trigger side makes us confident t.o have 
developped a good system for measuring spin effects in hyperon pro
duction. The performance of the first level trigger discussed in the 
previous section has been tested using a background produced as min
imum bias events with ISAJET. Detailed tests are in progress. but a 
global background suppression of 95% has already been proven. which 
is a very good result for this kind of scheme. 
Furthermore the crucial values of t.he charged particles multiplicity at 
different Z-position have also been investigated. \Ve observe that after 
the analysing magnet the multiplicity is reduced to an average of 3 
( fig. 12). This result is also important for a good performance of such 
a trigger. based on correlations between different hodoscope elements. 
This basic trigger configuration will be followed by more refined selec
tion hardware as described in section 3. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1: Basic setup fo r the £704 expO'iment. 

Figure 2: l'-coordinnt e u('rS11S .\-co01·dinate of p nnd 7r - for nght 
prodlLced ,\ ° 's at uanous detectors along the apparatus . "; p and 
iT' In PC:: and Hi : b) p and 7r - in H3 and H4; c) p and;r - in 
HS. 

Figure 3: Geometrical acceptance norma/i:::ed ouel' the original 
distribution as a f1Lnction of PT and x F. 

Figure 4: Correiation plots for nght and left produced AO 's: pro
ton X-coordinate in H2 ve rsus proton X-coordinat e in H5. 

Figure 5: Co rrelatioll plot for right produced .\ Q ·s: pion X-coordinat e 
In H4 cusus proton X- coordinate In HS. 

Figure 6: Correlation plot for 1'7ght produced ,\ 0 's : pion X-coordinate 
ITt H 4 verS11S pion X-coordinate in H3. 

Figure 7: Separate correlation plots for right produced A 0 's for 
proton hitting the HS hodoscope within a certain X band: pwn 
X- coordinate 1n H4 uersus pion X-coordinate in H3. 

Figure 8: Corre lation plots for right produced /\ 0 's : pion y
coordinate in H4 uersus pion Y- coordinate in H3 and proton y
coordinate in H 5 versus proton } --coordinate In H3. 

Figure 9: A ° trigger scheme. 

Figure 10: Correlation plot for right produced A 0 's : proton X
coordinate in H4 versus proton X- coordinate in HS. 

Figure 11: Con-elation plot fol' I'ight produced ,\ 0 's: pion .\
coordinate in H4 versus pion X- coorchnate in H5. 

Figure 12: a) Particle I7wltipliritlj at I'(I.nOI1 5 i\lWPC position s 
along th e apparatu.s: b) Part ielf IIIlIltlpLicitlj /·I"I'S I/.S J.·F fol' Ih, .\ o ·s 
accepted by the trigger. 
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